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D&R’s Dovetail Vehicle Docking Station uses a unique rail design that      

accepts D&R Dovetail phones cases which allows Samsung’s Dex feature to 

be utilized all while providing power to charge the device’s battery. 

Features: 

 10 Ft USB C to USB C cable (USB 3.1) to allow versatility for mounting. 

 Mechanical locking pin and release button to secure device when    

vehicle is in motion. 

 Universal rail that allows other Samsung devices to be docked with 

D&R Dovetail cases without altering components on the dock.  

D&R’s on desk docking station allows users to go from their vehicle to 

any office desk, dock their phone and continue working without   skip-

ping a beat! 

Features: 

 2 X USB 2.0 Ports and 1 X USB3.0 Port to connect Accessories  

 Ethernet Port for network connectivity  

 HDMI Port to cast image for Dex with up to 1920X1080 resolutions 

(1080p) 

 Device charging through USB C  

 Universal rail allows for different devices with a Dovetail phone 

case to be docked 

D&R’s Dovetail ecosystem provides fleets with a truly universal on-the-

go computing system that utilizes Samsung Dex. Allowing fleets to do 

away with their traditional mobile and in office workstations, Dovetail’s          

infrastructure provides a solution where users can be stationed at any 

desk or vehicle as long as there is a Dovetail Docking Station present. 

D&R’s patented forward compatible rail design invites fleets to upgrade 

as well as have multiple Samsung Galaxy models in the environment without having to change or modify any 

of  the existing docking station hardware. This feat is accomplished with the use of the Dovetail phones case 

that takes advantage of the patented rail design resulting in a truly cost saving mobile computing solution.   

 

DOVETAIL 

IN THE CAR 

ON THE DESK 
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D&R’s Dovetail Phone Cases creates the union between both the docking 

station and the devices as it is the crucial component in the system that 

allows users to make that transition from the vehicle to the desk. Simply 

purchase a new Dovetail Case when upgrading or replacing your mobile 

device and continue using D&R’s Dovetail system without changing parts 

or docking stations in the car or on the desk.  

Features: 

 Made from durable nylon plastic 

 Heat exhaust channels built into case to assist in dissipating heat 

from devices  

 Optional custom logos  

NOTE:         Available for past and present Samsung Dex Compatible              

  Smartphones to allow integration into existing equipment 

BICYCLE MOUNT 

(Compatible with Ram Bicycle Mount Part no. 

RAP-274-1U) 

MOUNTING BRACKETS AND ARMS 

BELT/VEST CLIPS 

THE PHONE CASE 

ACCESSORIES 

SWING ARM 

P936-0007A 

Part no.  

P906-0004A 

CLAMSHELLS AND OTHER MOUNTING SOLUTIONS 

Part no.  

906-0973A 

VEHICLE DOCK BRACKET 

936-0803A 


